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He did not sense any flow of true energy from Leon earlier and determined that Leon was merely a fighter that wielded external

power like Joseph.

Since Leon was not even a martial artist, as a man in the Advanced Acquired State, Mister White had nothing

to fear.

“Lewd, watch out!!!” Louisa paled and screamed, agreeing with the others that Leon would not survive

Mister White’s attack because it was not realistic to assume that he could.

Joseph, on the other hand, desperately wanted Leon to suffer the same fate as him so that he was not the only one who

embarrassed himself.

“How dare you act all smug with these little tricks?!” Leon sneered and stood his ground, almost looking as though he was too

scared to move.

Just as the others were certain of his defeat, Leon blocked Mister White’s attack with one hand, while clenching his fist on the

other and striking Mister White in the chest.

“Pfft!!!” Mister White spat blood and flew off like a broken kite, slamming onto the stage behind him in full force.

“What…”

Everyone, including Louisa and Joseph, were shocked. No one expected the fight to end with Mister White’s

defeat instead of Leon’s.

They were all witnesses to Mister White’s power, who defeated Joseph with ease, which meant that he was way more formidable

compared to Joseph; yet a powerful man at his level was defeated by Leon. This only went to prove how terrifying and

monstrous Leon’s power was.

“Lewd, you… you were great! That was amazing!” Louisa wrapped her arms around Leon in excitement, leaping and jumping

with joy. She always dreamt to be a heroine and was passionate about anything related

to martial arts.

Witnessing Leon’s overpowering strength filled her heart with shock and admiration.

‘What a man!” Joseph thought to himself. He realized that he misjudged Leon, because Leon was far more powerful than he

was. He could not help but feel glad that he did not have the chance to fight Leon earlier during their conflict, or Leon would have

been beaten without even having to move a finger.

“How… How’s this possible?!” Mister White wiped the blood on his lips away and struggled to stand up in

disbelief.

If Leon could defeat him with one single move, it would mean that Leon was in the Innate State.

He did not know that Leon was a martial artist and thought that he was merely skilled in external power; external power barely

reached the surface of the vast knowledge of internal energy, so it was hard to believe that Leon could reach the Innate State

through external power training.

“Nothing is impossible! Can we go now?” Leon said.

“Don’t let this go over your head just yet, brat! Let me tell you something. The boss of this Blue Moon Bar is

Master Shelton, known as the Descending Tiger of the Four Tigers. He has reached the Intermediate Innate

State! He will never let you off for causing trouble here!” Mister White said viciously.

The audience boiled with excitement at his words.
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